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1. Whal, do you unde$tand by the term "parl,ition function,, rs used

in Statistical Physics?

State the conditions {or a system to obey Maxwell-Boltzmarn(M-B)
statisticg and write down the expression lbr the M-B distril:ution larv
in terms of the pa,rtition function of the system.

An ideal gas composed of monatomic molecules can be described ac-
cording to Maxwell-Boltzmana statistics, Given that th€ nu:mber of
molecular states of the ideal gas in the energy range betwee[ -E anil
E+d.Eis

"'v (zrr4l Ei '-s(E)dE ='t- T
Show that the partition function of the ideal gae is given by

- vl2rnhTli
'= N '

where the symbols have their usual meanings.

Hence flnd

(a) th€ most probable energy,

(b) the most probabl€ velocity,

(c) the average velociiy

in terms of m, ? and ,t of the gas molecules.

You may use the following integrals

f,*,tu,u,=# and

f* " ."t. r /2kT\2I u"e ltTdn=-l-l
Jo 2\m )



2, State the conditions under which a system ol pa'rticles obeys the Ferrui-- 
b1t"" Ji.ttiu"ti"n law and derive an expression for the corrcrporrliag

distribution.

Under which condition will the distribution reduces to tbe classical

distributioo.

Prove tha,t for a pedect ga's of electron obeying FermiDirac rltaiistics'

the Fermi energy of a f'"'l electron gas at absolute zero is

- ft' /3N\ iE =s;["v/ '

where the symbols have their usual meanings

You may use the following

The thermodynamic probability of Fermi-Dirac distribution jtr

f, = lt,----ql-. 
-

.. _ ^, (9 _ Nj)!ryj!

and the uumber of quantum energy states between energy range E ald

E+d,EiB
4tv (2m)1 E\ 

' 's(E)dE = -- n":- d'rt


